Recommendations For H. Paul Shuch
“I have always been impressed by Dr. Shuch's creative innovation and his engineering depth and
knowledge.” April 26, 2008
Jack Unger, Test Technician, Microcomm Consulting
reported to H. Paul Shuch at Microcomm Consulting
“A consummate educator, Paul excited and entertained our students as he explored realms of
physics, radio astronomy, aeronautics and space history. Paul is a catalyst. If he's in the room,
you'll have a lively discussion. He loves to build things. I brought my children to the field trip he
organized to his back yard Very Small Array of radio telescopes listening to the amazing variety
of signals from space. I miss his frequent visits to my office, as every day he had something
supremely interesting to tell me. But I am still lucky to see him monthly at our regional pilots'
meeting, where he gives FAA Safety presentations and makes us think twice about everything
we do.” November 15, 2008
Geoff Knauth, Computer Science Instructor, Lycoming College
worked directly with H. Paul Shuch at Lycoming College
“Paul Shuch is a dedicated professional who addresses any technical program in an exemplary,
energetic and competent manner. His attention to detail is very complete and his report writing
skills are simply exceptional. I would highly recommend him for both his competence and
professionalism.” November 15, 2008
Gareth Knowles, Owner, QorTek
managed H. Paul Shuch at Qortek, Inc.
“I know Paul Shuch through his unique "Dr. SETI" persona, as the founding Executive Director
of The SETI League, Inc., and Principal Investigator for its Project Argus and other scientific
efforts. He is also a respected educator and experienced technologist, responsible for the
development of the world's first commercial home satellite TV receiver. I recommend Paul for
any scientific or engineering project involving microwave circuitry, satellite communications, or
radio astronomy.” April 26, 2008
Alexander Zaitsev, Chief Scientist, Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics,
Russian Academy of Science
worked with H. Paul Shuch at The SETI League, Inc.
“Paul is superbly organized and an efficient administrator of the SETI League (although like
most academicians, he would probably cringe at being called an administrator). He can organize
international meetings, publish papers, edit journals, serve on committees, design circuits, and
build instruments all nearly simultaneously and still remain within budget. He has a strong
entrepreneurial spirit and sense of adventure that motivates others who work with him.” July 6,
2007
Robert Lodder, Professor, University of Kentucky
was with another company when working with H. Paul Shuch at The SETI League, Inc.

